The Emotional Pain Map
Danger Zone: Masking. Using a guise. Crossing into
internalized focus on me, losing perspective, obsessed with replaying, forcing solutions, forcing my
will, focused on negative emotions and the injustice,
focused on positive emotions and my plans to detriment of others, manipulative, passive-aggressive,
self-pity increasing, demandingness, cooperation
ceasing, pleasure seeking is happening. Person has
little to no empathy due to their obsession with self.
May respond positively to reminder at this point.

Where Are You On the Continuum?

Person may still respond to a reminder or accountability at this point.

More Aware of
Emotional Pain

Emotionally Focused

Danger Zone: Masking. Using a guise. Crossing into
losing perspective, disconnect, cold, numb, isolated,
shutting down affect, overwhelmed, passive anger
tactics, self pity, busy, loneliness—but using denial.
Denial intensifies from there as emotional pain intensifies along with ineffective coping.

Perfect Awareness
and Acceptance of
Emotional Pain

Less Aware of
Emotional Pain

Intellectually Focused,

Loss of Empathy for Others

Loss of Human Experiential Understanding

Unhealthy Coping

Unhealthy Coping

Continuum of Behaviors

Emotions in Control

Heavy Use of Denial

Lost Perspective—Lost Self

Repression of Memory—Acceptance of
false self as true self

Opening Soul Doors to Evil

Repression of Needs/Wants

Faith of “I”—Self Reliance

Increasing Isolation

Feelings Are Facts

Focus on Outward Stuff

Unquenchable Appetite for Attention

Speaking In Generalities/Intellectual

Lots of Relationship Distress
Pushing It!
Outbursts
Skewed Beliefs/Perspectives
Extreme Struggle with Higher Power
Forcing Solutions
Unable to Love Others or Self

The Safe Zone

Pushing It!

The place where a person connects with emotional pain , tolerates it without the
unhealthy coping, or uses light unhealthy coping knowingly but is actively working to allow God to train them to be vulnerable for healing and rest in His care.
Whatever emotional state that means—Acceptance, submission to His will, looking to God for comfort, assurance. Sitting like “a weened child” (Psalm 131:2)

Paranoia—Distrust Increases
Perfectionism/Performance Love
Busyness—Keeping Time Full
Controlling—Unrealistic Expectations
Unable to Love Others or Self

